
As winter descends upon Cleveland and Chicago, we cannot help but think warm thoughts of 
Robin Hood summers. 

We want to thank everyone for helping to make the New York reunion a major success. It 
was such a great time to reconnect, even dressed in our regular clothes. Admittedly, we feel 
more comfortable in our Robin Hood gear. We hope everyone is enjoying their yearbooks and 
reliving the summer of 2016. 

Looking back on the summer, we have only the fondest memories and joy for that which 
we accomplished. As a Robin Hood family, we got so much out of The Realm. Over 150 new 
campers from near and far now call Robin Hood their summer home. Diversity at The Realm is 
one of the many things that makes it so special. 

Robin Hood’s 90th summer feels right around the corner and we’re so excited for what’s to 
come. We broke ground on a new bunk in Girls Camp which will ultimately lead to a brand-new 
Girls Camp Quad. We’ve ordered some more toys and playthings for the waterfront, in addition 
to a new waterski boat. As always, we have some surprises up our sleeves. 

We wish you all a healthy and happy holiday season. We are so thankful for our Robin Hood 
family. Remember to study hard and thank your parents for allowing you to spend time with 
us in The Realm each summer. Going to sleepaway camp is a privilege we can never take for 
granted.

Best,
DC & Woody

Hello Robin Hood Campers! 



MONTANA BLACK:  Since camp I have been working 
hard in the little town of Antigonish, Nova Scotia at St. 
FX University. I have decided to major in Accounting and 
minor in Visual Art. My favorite memory of the summer was 
canoeing to the marina on the last day of camp with the Quills.

SEAN DAVIDSON: After camp I did a little bit of traveling going to 
Boston, Tampa, Orlando and Atlanta. When I got home (Glasgow, 
Scotland) I went into my last year at college studying Sports Coaching & 
Development. My favourite memory of camp definitely had to be going on 
Excursion with Lancers!!!

JAMIE LEVINE: I’ve been studying architecture and design in 
Barcelona, Spain for the past three months! On the weekends I travel 
around Europe, and I trying to meet up with camp friends as often as 
possible! Top three best camp memories of the summer: 4th of July (feat. 
Chuck’s golf cart uber rides), Gwen Stefani concert (because I aint no 
hollaback girl), and Green and White #rollTribe.

JACKSON POLLOCK: Since the summer ended,  I have been going to 
school at the University of Miami. School has been pretty uneventful 
other than experiencing my first hurricane, but I’m okay! School 
is going well, and I have about two weeks left of class and finals 
until I come home for winter break, which I am looking forward 
to. Although these 10 months go by pretty slowly, we have the 2 
months of camp to continually look forward to through the good 
and bad times.  My favorite memory from camp is from the last day. There 
was some extra time before Awards Night, so we (the Squires of 2016) 
went down to the waterfront to watch our last sunset of the summer. It was 
probably the best sunset of the summer, displaying all of the vibrant orange 
and yellow colors over Broad Bay and the distant mountains. This will 
be a memory I will hold on to for a long time to come.

MIKEY BROCKMANN: Since camp has ended I have been 
attending school at DePaul University. I just finished my first 
semester and things are going really well. I can’t wait to get 
back to The Realm and see everyone. My favorite memory this 
summer was playing an intense late night game of volleyball with 
my campers.

BECCA LIGHTMAN: These days I’ve been doing some exploring 
around Vermont and playing cello. Right now I’m wrapping up 
my first semester of sophomore year and getting ready for final 
exams. My favorite memory from summer 2016 was when all the 
Tumblers went stargazing at the tennis courts on the last night of camp.

Where Are They Now? 
Check out what our staff are up to!
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T-Shirt Design Contest! 

Share Your Photos!

Stay Connected
Like us on Facebook
Facebook.com/camprobinhood

Alumni Facebook Page
Facebook.com/pages/The-Official-
Camp-Robin-Hood-AlumniPage/ 
133240323595

Follow us on Twitter
@CampRobinHoodNH

Follow us on Instagram 
@camprobinhoodnh

Thank you to all campers who submitted a design for our 
90th summer t-shirt contest. Congratulations to our winner, 
Lily Drye, Quill of 2017! All of the submitted designs were 
creative and fantastic. It was so hard to pick just one!

Have you been planning your own camp 
reunions? Have you taken any pictures with 
your friends in your Robin Hood gear? Send us 
a picture! We love seeing our campers staying 
in touch and getting together during the off-
season! 

Spend Next Summer in the Realm…

Enroll for 2017!
We are proud to announce that Robin 
Hood has a record number of enrollments 
for 2017. Before we know it, it will be 
June 23rd and Chuck will be waving in the 
busses. Several groups are filling up fast, so 
be sure to enroll soon to guarantee your 
spot at camp this summer. Enrollment 
information can be found on our website.  



Happy Birthday!

NOVEMBER  BIRTHDAYS

George Eustice ....................................1 

Lior Agmoni ..........................................2

Perin Romano ......................................2

Andrew Schmidt .................................3 

Jake Rosenthal ....................................4

Aja Parker ..............................................5

Austin Goodman ................................5

Alexandra Cicero ................................6

Henry Godbout ...................................6

Sophie Goldberg .................................7

Jasmine Collier ....................................8

Nyla Gilstrap ........................................8

Liv Cramer .............................................9

Santino Carideo ..................................9

Tyler Aron ..............................................9

Brody Russo ......................................10

Ethan Hobert ....................................11

Andres Sanchez de Movellan .....12

Emily Ochlis .......................................12

Tomas Sanchez de Movellan .......12

Sabinna Agualimpia ........................17

Jack LoMedio ....................................18

 Margaret Toal ..................................18

Dina Retik ...........................................19

Riley Thompson  ..............................19

Julia Dawson .....................................20

Kaiya Pandit  .....................................21

Jack Shanahan ..................................23

Maggie Shanahan ............................23

Olivia Ginsberg ................................23

Katherine Overby ...........................24

Nicolas Dini........................................24

Michele Kanaan ...............................25

Sebastian Karlson ...........................25

Camryn Milstein ..............................27

Hunter Dagnino ...............................27

Jacob Greenfield .............................27

Rya Avivi .............................................28

Carly Gimbel .....................................29

Olivia Desnoyers  ............................29

Amos Blumberg ...............................30

Caleb Newman .................................30

DECEMBER BIRTHDAYS

Camila Merino Martinez Vertiz ...... 1

Francesco Gianfelice ........................1

Sergi Romy ............................................1

Remo Marcaccio .................................2

Helen Krakoff ......................................4

Jackson Griebel ..................................4

Aviva Porres .........................................5

Benjamin Flug ......................................6

Sarah Curran ........................................6

Gabriel Zolot ........................................8

Mercer Kruzner  .................................8

Caspar Glaenzer .................................9

Nathaniel Hill .......................................9

Alexander Chang .............................10

Andrew LoMedico ..........................10

Jack Kops ............................................12

Lorenza Artusi ..................................12

Nathaniel Case .................................12

Olivia Puri ...........................................12

Jesse Geogha ....................................14

 Max Olsher .......................................14

Molly Kessler-Karp ........................14

Fari Badrawi ......................................15

Katherine Heatzig  ..........................16

Julia Baumoel....................................17

Santiago Balbontin .........................18

Callum Rodin .....................................19

Mandy Rosenfeld ............................20

Sydney Rodin` ...................................20

Samantha Stratman .......................23

Andres Zubillaga .............................24

Conor Marsh .....................................24

Carly Segal .........................................27

Joey Healey  ......................................27

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

Julia Katz  ..............................................3

Frederick Rosenthal..........................4

Jules Lansac ..........................................4

Tara Mintzberg   ..................................4

Ellie Cohen ............................................7

Bruno Liddell .....................................11

Samantha Solomon ........................14

Andrea Aranda .................................15

John Zaccaro .....................................15

Andres Urmeneta ...........................16

Sylvie Plouffe ....................................16

Angelo Casabianca .........................21

Noa Afriat  ..........................................21

Khalid Al-Mutawa ...........................23

Sarah Butler .......................................25

Jasmine Theermann .......................26

Sadie Jacobson  ................................26

Hilary Adelman  ...............................27

Michael Zakay  .................................28

Nate Wildman ..................................29

Adam Segal ........................................30

Oliver Grynberg ..............................31

Stella Grynberg  ...............................31

FEBRUARY BIRTHDAYS

Rebecca Ger .........................................1

Ethan Agmoni ......................................2

Gia Taleb ................................................3

Graham Napack ..................................3

Nicolas Vidaurri Tucker ...................3

Lia Johnson ...........................................7

Maximilian Lippard............................7

Oscar Sainz ...........................................7

Graciela Coen  .....................................8

Paulina Krekeler .................................9

Isabel Maida ......................................15

Juan Sainz Primo de Rivera .........15

Caleb Berger .....................................17

Chase Brooke  ...................................17

James Dodge .....................................18

Elle Feldman ......................................21

Will Godbout ....................................23

Anna Hermacinski ..........................24

Jake Kreindler ..................................24

Lily Drye ..............................................24

Theo Drye ...........................................24

Brett Cohen .......................................25

Eli Sobel ...............................................25

Olivia Skala ........................................25

Jonathan Suna ..................................26

Andrew Dery ....................................28

Ava Swidler ........................................28

Brooke Slesh .....................................28

Yassine Sefiani  .................................28

Gabriella Tenenbaum ....................29


